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SELFISH SPIRIT 
 
SEERSGATE SAYS: 
 
I have seen different ways where some would present a selfish nature. A selfish nature 
may not always move with having a Selfish demon ruling within. People are influenced 
to withhold what they value as treasure and keep it to their own way. Selfish spirits are 
within quite a few people, for fear would make it look as if there will never be enough 
to make all ends meet, with money problems leading in your personal way.  
 
Selfish people have been hurt and have been taken advantage of. Selfish spirits will 
focus on lack to get that person to withdraw out of the “reaping and sowing” process. 
Without sowing, there can be no reaping. Without giving, you will not experience 
blessing your friend in need. It’s not always about giving money. You can give of your 
time, wisdom, and Kingdom wealth, as your Great King would lead in that situation. 
There has to be another look at Kingdom purpose, where all have a way to look at 
building Kingdom principles and establishing them in natural living ways.  
 
The Kingdom is built on the Great King’s principles, and Earth has truly been given to 
govern, to reflect Heaven. What would take place if the King’s plan is implemented 
here? The Selfish demon would lose authority, where the true Church will truly learn 
that Heaven never has any lack and would move in that practice to influence all. 
 
Let us pray: 
 
Yahweh, You are faithful for being in our lives and taking care of all we need. How do 
we bow to Kingdom order and still live here on Earth in a secular way? We would need 
to build to Your Kingdom way, bringing Kingdom culture within secular outlets. Your 
presence is real: You, here with each of us. Please show our ways in nature under Your 
order as it syncs to You and how You say we should live. Amen. 
 


